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Case Study One: “Abel’s Cake” Dunya an 8 year old girl 

Adults do not talk regularly with children, especially in school or nursery settings. It might be 

more accurate to say that they talk, but often they do not have a ‘real’ conversations with 

children. A real conversation, real communication, is based on a number of things:     

 participants have a connection with each other 

 there is genuine interest on each other and connection with child’s experience world 

 questions are clearly stated  

 answers are listened to 

 there is good body language 

Often teachers have to talk to children about sensitive issues, for example, poor school 

performance or even worse parents that will divorce. These are often conversations that 

children do not ask for. It is therefore very important to conduct those conversations so that 

they are not an unpleasant experience for children.  

In the case study we will observe a video of a conversation between a child and an adult while 

they are baking. During the baking process you see the adult making positive connections with 

the child. The questions the adult asks are not only open questions, but they are asked in an 

open and flowing way. The child responds enthusiastically and in a cheerful way, even though 

it concerns a difficult subject. This is a model of good practice. 

 

Case Study Two: ‘Creative communication with Children’   

In addition to moving into the child's life and being open to the ideas and thoughts of the child, 

there is still an important prerequisite for communicating with children: you must be in line with 

the level of development. Using this approach to young children you can search for ways to 

consciously use more developmentally appropriate channels of communication. 

In this case study you’ll find good examples that are very suitable for young children, because 

the forms are tailored to different ages. The activities in "Creative Communication with 

Children" are not a fixed method. You can use different worksheets depending on the age and 

level of the child. The worksheets can be worked on either by the teacher or even better by the 

child. There is attention given to communication through drawing, fantasy, games (also digital) 

and language. Even a cooking activity has been added, because what's more fun than kidding 

over a batter? In addition to moving well into the child's life and being open to the ideas and 

thoughts of the child, there is still an important prerequisite for communicating with children: 

you must be in line with the level of development.  

 

 

 


